
With active learning, students engage with ideas — and each other — in meaningful ways. Activities like problem-solving,  
group discussions and quiet study cater to every learning style and, ultimately, the understanding and retention of class concepts. 
Active learning requires a dynamic classroom where the physical environment responds to the curriculum, and the right seating, 
like the Ethos Series from Haskell, supports the many different layouts required in today’s flexible classroom. The 5 star and stool 
base options combined with the classic and comfortable shell design work in tandem with the other models in the Ethos series to 
support lecture, collaborative and group teaching modes so the class stays focused on what really matters: education.

ETHOS

ETHOS 2.0 WITH FIVE STAR BASE
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WARRANTY
- Haskell Limited Lifetime Warranty
  * see full warranty for terms and conditions

21ST CENTURY CLASSROOM

The Ethos Series 5-star base model affords a generous range 
of height adjustment for those situations where student / 
teacher comfort and choice are top priorities. The stool base 
option supports the design of learning spaces where tiered 
seating or café height tables are used, all the while keeping 
with the Ethos aesthetic. Blending flexibility like 360-degree 
swiveling capability and easy movement the Ethos line of 
seating supports the dynamic pedagogies required for 
student centered learning.

SCAN TO 
LEARN MORE

Green Apple 8ERed 8BBlack 8A

Non-upholstered seat is 
comfortable and easy to clean

Easy grip handle built into the back of the chair 
for better control when moving the chair

360 degree swivel seat for 
clear sightlines between 
students, instructors and 
visual content

Height adjustable base 
design for student/teacher 
comfort

Retracted arm design 
adds to user stability while 
allowing Ethos to be pulled 
up closer to a table

Open seat design for  
comfort and air flow

Five Star base allows for easy 
movement in learning and  
working environments

Pneumatic Range  
16” - 21”

Pneumatic Range 
23.5” - 30.5”

Adjustable foot ring for  
added comfort

Contemporary design and Haskell warranty 
makes Ethos an educated choice

Orange 8F Purple 8ISky 8D Storm 8LNavy 8J
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